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№ Party CAS Line Action Current CAS Text Proposed CAS Amendment
14 FYEG CAS line 33 replace confusion and disarray challenges
16 GroenLinks CAS line 39 delete But what we need most urgently is to find

ways to rekindle the desire for European
integration, through renewed purpose and
direction.

17 CAS / Groen CAS line 45 add ... a community of values, and not just of
currencies, not an end in itself but a tool to
build a just, and sustainable society.

... a community of values, not an end in itself but a tool to
build a just, safe and sustainable society.

31 FYEG CAS line 68 delete 
"EU"

… going back to borders and building real or
imaginary fences between EU countries is
wrong. 

… going back to borders and building real or imaginary
fences between countries is wrong. 

37 Ecologist 
Greens

CAS line 76 add … where security measures are wasted on
helpless women, men and children instead of
on effectively using our means to stop
terrorism and its causes.

… where security measures are wasted on helpless
women, men and children instead of on effectively using
our means to stop war, terrorism and its causes.

43 FYEG CAS line 101 add This can happen only with the strenghtening of a
European public sphere, of Europe-wide media and
political debates over our shared continent.

49 CAS ICV CAS line 94 add add after : "… governance." We need a roadmap with a timetable for EMU reform,
including its democratisation.   
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№ Party CAS Line Action Current CAS Text Proposed CAS Amendment
51 EELV CAS line 113 add But even the best procedures and decision-

making are no guarantee that policies
themselves will  change .

But even the best procedures and decision-making are no 
guarantee that policies themselves will change.
Because they will only change under citizens’
control and citizens’ control depends on
political ownership.

53 Groen CAS line 113-
114

replace to reverse the current trend of reduced 
and unsustainable growth

to reverse the ongoing trend of unsustainable growth


